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Published in 2011, "Strings Attached" is a captivating novel authored by Judy
Blundell. Set against the backdrop of the 1950s, this gripping coming-of-age story
intricately weaves together secrets, betrayals, and unexpected twists. As readers
embark on a journey through the pages of this novel, they encounter various
intriguing plotlines that keep them on the edge of their seats.

Unraveling the Plot: Strings that Bind...

Judy Blundell skillfully introduces the protagonist, Kit Corrigan, a seventeen-year-
old aspiring artist who dreams of escaping her mundane life and becoming an
actress in the dazzling world of New York City. The story takes a sudden turn
when Kit discovers a mysterious string of pearls in her stepfather's locked
suitcase, revealing a dark secret that propels her on a journey filled with intrigue
and danger.
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The captivating title, "Strings Attached", serves as an analogy throughout the
novel. These metaphorical strings symbolize the connections and hidden
obligations present within relationships, ultimately shaping the characters' fates.

Characters and their Hidden Agendas
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Judy Blundell masterfully crafts her characters, each possessing a unique
personality and a series of secrets that add depth and complexity to the narrative.
From Kit's secretive and manipulative stepfather to her enigmatic love interest,
Billy, the novel keeps readers on their toes, wondering where each string will
lead.

Kit Corrigan: The Protagonist with a Dream

Kit Corrigan serves as the eyes and ears of the readers throughout the novel. Her
aspirations, fears, and determination propel the story forward, while her
interactions with various characters unravel the intricate web of secrets and
deceit. Blundell successfully portrays Kit's vulnerability and growth as she
navigates the dangerous world she finds herself in.

Billy: The Charming Mystery

Billy, the charismatic love interest, captivates readers with his enigmatic persona.
As Kit becomes entangled in a romance with Billy, she soon realizes that there
may be more to him than meets the eye. Billy's past and hidden agenda create
suspense and keep readers guessing about his true intentions.

The Hidden Secrets: Twists and Turns Galore!

"Strings Attached" is filled with unexpected twists and turns that leave readers
guessing until the very end. These captivating plot developments push the
boundaries of trust, unveiling shocking revelations and hidden secrets as the
story progresses.

Blundell's expert storytelling skills enable the reader to piece together the
complex puzzle of Kit's life, shedding light on her murky past. With each
revelation, the metaphorical strings attached to Kit's relationships tighten,



intensifying the suspense and making it increasingly difficult for her to escape the
web of deceit.

Themes Explored in "Strings Attached"

Blundell skillfully delves into several themes throughout the novel, elevating its
depth and significance. These themes include:

1. Duality of Identity: The novel explores the notion of hiding one's true
identity and the consequences that arise from doing so.

2. Betrayal and Deception: The characters in "Strings Attached" navigate a
world riddled with betrayal and deception, highlighting the fragility of trust.

3. Desire for Freedom: Kit's yearning for independence resonates with
readers, as she defies societal norms and seeks a life beyond the suffocating
strings that bind her.

: An Unforgettable Journey

Judy Blundell's "Strings Attached" is a mesmerizing novel that ensnares readers
with its engrossing narrative and well-crafted characters. As the secrets unravel
and the strings tighten, readers find themselves entwined in an intense and
thrilling journey through the 1950s. The story explores themes of identity,
betrayal, and the pursuit of freedom, captivating readers from the first page to the
last.

Get ready to be transported into a world where secrets lurk around every corner.
Don't miss out on unraveling the mesmerizing twists and uncovering the hidden
strings attached in Judy Blundell's enthralling novel!
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From National Book Award winner Judy Blundell, the tale of a sixteen-year-old girl
caught in a mix of love, mystery, Broadway glamour, and Mob retribution in 1950
New York.When Kit Corrigan arrives in New York City, she doesn't have much.
She's fled from her family in Providence, Rhode Island, and she's broken off her
tempestuous relationship with a boy named Billy, who's enlisted in the army. The
city doesn't exactly welcome her with open arms. She gets a bit part as a chorus
girl in a Broadway show, but she knows that's not going to last very long. She
needs help--and then it comes, from an unexpected source.
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